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TODAY

• Why should you implement legal measures?
• National, regional or International approaches?
• What to take into account?

TOMORROW

• What topics need to be covered?
• Why should you implement legal measures?
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ITU & HLEG

- Elaboration of strategies
- Analysing the possibilities and necessity of developing a model Cybercrime legislation

ITU-D

- Providing assistance within the implementation
- Providing information

LEGAL FOUNDATION

ITU-D

- Providing assistance within the implementation (Self Assessment)
- Providing information (Conferences and Publications)
LEGAL FOUNDATION

- Part of the Self Assessment Toolkit is dealing with Cybercrime legislation
- Toolkit enables the countries to determine the status of the legal foundation

CYBERCRIME GUIDE

- Aim: Providing a guide that is focussing on the demands of developing countries
- Including recent developments

Content

- Phenomenon of Cybercrime
- Challenges of Fighting Cybercrime
- Elements of an Anti-Cybercrime Strategy
- Explanation of legal solutions
  - Substantive Criminal Law
  - Procedural Law
  - International Cooperation
Why are legal measures an important aspect of a Cybersecurity Strategy?
Everyday more than 100 Billion E-Mails are sent. Based on current researchs up to 85% of those e-mails are SPAM.

Not all countries in the world have yet implemented legal measures that allow national authorities to investigate Spam cases and cooperation with other countries in the fight against Spam.
**IMPORTANCE OF LEGAL M.**

**BACKGROUND DISTRIBUTION OF SPAM**

Based on current researches up to 80% of the Spam e-mails are distributed by only 6 Botnets.

**BACKGROUND BOTNET**

Botnets are used for various illegal activities. Apart from the dissemination of SPAM the networks are used to carry out complex attacks against computer systems.
• The guide will provide you with the information about legal instruments that are required for investigations as well as international cooperation

• It includes best practice examples

• Session 4 tomorrow morning will provide an overview

• National, Regional or International approaches?
LEGAL SOLUTION

NATIONAL, REGIONAL, INTERNATIONAL

Computer Fraud

Religious Offences

Regional Solution
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